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MEDICAL DEVICE TRENDS 

Medical device industry has huge of number of 

startups pour in every year. Funding of late stage 

products happen through VC channels however plans 

and ideas about the product type does not interest 

many. Under these situations there are few paths that 

medtech start ups can travel to reach ahead in their 

product development cycle. One of the best channel 

,for which pros outweigh the cons is “Crowd 

Funding”. And hence we take a quick look at Crowd 

Funding Portals and their role play in medtech 

growth. 
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Introduction: 

 good start up is made of 4 important elements a good idea, strong 

team, dedication and funding, while the first three are areas which 

entrepreneur can take authority, the latter one is in hands of 

people who have their pockets filled but will shell out cash only when they 

find the idea worthy for their money.  

 

Funding, a word which is of great significance to startups worldwide, has 

various modes and channel which includes angel funding, VC funding, 

crowd funding and others. However getting leading VCs attention is not a 

simple task. Convincing VC panel on viability of product is a cumbrous 

course. Currently leading VCs are inclined to fund late stage companies 

there by leaving seed funding gateways desolate for ambitious startups.  

 
 

 

In these situations crowd funding platforms (one of the most ideal gateway 

for generating seed fund) like Kickstarter, Indiegogo have emerged as 

knight in shining armor for startups that look to materialize their ideas. 

These facts and situations are no different to Medtech startups. 

 

Crowd funding channels had non-legitimate tag attached to them 

sometime in past, but the label does not exist anymore. This is 

acknowledged through number of crowd funding portals that have 

surfaced up in recent past some of these portals are Medfundr, Medstartr, 
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Healthfundr and others. We look to evaluate the journey of crowd funding 

portals by evaluating their evolution, their tipping point and some relevant 

case studies. And finally have a conclusion on what can medtech startups 

expect of these portals in coming days.  

 

Areas that we would explore in this path include: 

 

1. What was the tipping point for crowd funding? 

2. Which start ups benefit the most through crowd funding? 

3. Relevant case studies. 

4. Pros and Cons, along with optimal and hybrid solutions 

5. Penetration of crowd funding portals 

 

1. What was the tipping point for crowd funding? 

ipping point of crowd funding came after passing of Jobs Act which 

helped startups sail with their ideas and plans without being 

subjected to valley of death and VC apathy. Act allowed transaction 

worth USD 1 million between startups and non-accredited investors. 

 

 

 

T 
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2. Which start ups benefit the most through crowd funding? 

Crowd funding is an excellent gateway for all the companies which are in 

seed stage of their funding cycle. It is best mode to keep the start-ups afloat 

by bringing in various investors on board.  

 

It all started in 2003, when first of its kind crowd funding portal namely 

ArtistShare was launched, post which there was a pile of similar portals 

that surfaced up. 

 

Below is snapshot on the evolution: 

 

 

Crowd funding  market is poised to become 90-96 billion USD by 2025 

almost 1.8 times the size global venture capital industry today as per article 

featured on Fortune.com. Looking at these stats and growth rate it would 

not be wrong to say the that crowd funding channel holds tremendous 

potential that could be leveraged by startups across the globe. 

 

3. Relevant case studies. 

here are good numbers of medtech startups that share a fairy tale 

with crowd funding portals. Some of noteworthy ones include 

Scanadu. Company was able to rope in close to 1.66 Million USD T 
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from 8510 funders for statement which said 

 

 “A scanner packed with sensors designed to read your vital signs and send them 

wirelessly to your smart phone anytime, anywhere” 

 

Argo yet another medical device company based out of Israel generated 

close to 1.3 million USD for its exoskeleton which is designed to help 

paraplegics have natural walking experience. Not to forget Kickstarter-

Pebble watch duo, it generated close 10 million USD for a portal request of 

1 Million USD. Success stories did not slow down; other players who were 

blessed through crowd funding platforms include TCB medical devices, 

Andiamo and others.  

 

While some had success paired with crowd funding gateway others had 

slight hick-ups, to quote an example: Biosense who was not able to 

generate his estimated target of USD 42000. But then when you come to see 

the model, it does have certain gaps making success and failure of portals 

very subjective. 

4. Pros and Cons, along with optimal and hybrid solutions 

ros: 

1. Quick turnaround in terms of cash generation with max cap of 

USD 1 million 

2. Helps predict success or failure of product / service way before 

commercialization 

3. Helps startups make a call on good or bad idea 

4. Gives good visibility to start ups amid VCs for the late stage funding 

5. Legitimate gateway post Jobs act 

 

ons: 

1. Non Sophisticated Investors 

2. Many Owners 

3. Does not appeal drugs and devices that are targeted to address extreme 

and complex therapeutic segments. Mainly on the grounds of excess fund 
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requirement for above mentioned product types which does not agree with 

1 million USD benchmark. 

 

Some of the cons could also be ruled out by walking with alternate 

perception, for example startups with need of cash which is more than 1 

million USD, crowd funding might not seem appealing. However this table 

can be flipped by viewing crowd funding as mode to travel from point A to 

point B and not from idea to commercialization. Yet another con which 

revolves around non sophisticated investors has already been taken care by 

crowd funding portals such as OurCrowd, which only houses accredited 

investors. This trend might become a well adopted practice by other crowd 

funding portals in coming days. 

 

5. Penetration of crowd funding portals 

enetration of crowd funding in medical devices increased in recent 

times due to multiple reason, one of them being some of the initial 

declinations that established crowd funding portals executed. This 

gap created, resulted in growth of medical device specific crowd funding 

portals. Further penetration does not limit to market but also extends into 

VC operation, where crowd funding has been an area of discussion in their 

major summits. Some of them have taken serious initiatives to include 

crowd funding portals to their operational focus, close to 230 VCs and 

Angels were mapped to crowd funding portal investments according to 

article in Crowdsunite.com. 

 

Conclusion: 

here is no doubt about crowd funding channel being the best 

passageway for any medtech start up. With improvisation 

initiatives that individual portals are undertaking, we are sure that 

crowd funding will surface up with more credibility and structural 

framework. Further VCs and Angels inclination towards the portals would 

increase their current operational models to significant amount. For now 
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we can just sit back and watch various scenarios and success stories of 

individual startups that are tagged to crowd funding portals. 

 


